Spiritual Sight is Essential in the Kingdom
For quite some now in my teaching I have labour the need for spiritual communication as it’s the essential
connectivity of the Kingdom. Recently I was corrected (rather redirected in my focus) by our King
regarding the importance of spiritual sight.
The following I share openly from my prophetic journal of 29-11-2018.
“Focus on me at all times. Don’t take your eyes off me and look at your circumstances. These will not
give you a clue of what’s really going on. It’s in me and your relationship with me that you will find
contentment as you understand the reality of each situation. There are factors which are hidden from
you that your natural eyes will not be able to see or comprehend. This is where I come in. In your daily
experiences, look to me, talk to me, so I can reveal what’s hidden and walk you through each situation
and circumstance.
You are not coping well enough at the moment. That’s because you are looking in the natural – with
your natural eyes, not your spiritual sight. This is a failing of many of my people. They think they are
spiritual because they hear from me and can prophesy, but they are not spiritually-minded. The spirit
realm is the real realm where everything that happens impacts the natural. You know that, so why
aren’t you focussed there on a constant basis. When you see in the natural you will impact your soul
and your mind, but not your spirit. You will miss so much of what is necessary to comprehend in my
Kingdom this way. True, hearing with your spirit is an essential part of spiritual life with me, but don’t
overlook spiritual sight.
I know you have been ‘burned’ by those who are hyper-spiritual, who see everything as spiritual.
However, don’t ignore this vital component of spiritual life. Discernment is part of this, but learning to
hear from me concerning what’s going on in the foreground (in the spirit realm) is essential for you to
succeed. Your enemy operates there and controls others from there, so it would seem logical for you to
have some vital insight there. I know you don’t want to focus on the enemy so you don’t give him more
effective power than he already has. But, it you ignore what he’s doing during your daylight hours you
will be ignorant of his tactics and there is a great possibility that you will fall or be taken out.
You know what happened in the past, how you were blind-sided and neutralized. Don’t think it won’t
happen again – it can. He will not use the same tactic, but will vary it until he finds a way to touch you
where you are not expecting it. Keep guard at all times, but use your spiritual eyes more so you are
aware of what’s really going on.
I give you this warning as I need you to move forward into more dangerous areas for me. You will not
be safe or successful without spiritual sight being improved in you.”
Of importance to both families and individuals is this: Every unrighteous thought, action or speech gives
the enemy permission to work in their lives with the aim of destroying them in one way or other.
We need to see every out-of-order action in our sphere of influence as a probe or an attack of the enemy
so we don’t minimise or overlook his tactics. At the same time we should stand on our delegated
Kingdom authority and resist in the correct way, while not becoming fearful or paranoid.
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